
Background and Rationale: As urban areas expand, humans bring with them an invisible 

byproduct – noise. Recently, a body of literature has accumulated on the effects of man-made noise 

on animal communication1. Other important life history behaviors have been relatively ignored, 

such as foraging2. Predators can passively listen to mating calls or to the sound of prey footsteps 

to find their food. Yet, when background noise is loud, animals have a hard time hearing their prey 

via passive listening. This is often because prey sounds overlap in frequency with environmental 

noise3. To solve this problem 

animals can switch to an 

alternative mode of sensing their 

environment. Bats, for example, 

emit ultrasound and process the 

returning echoes as objects – a 

behavior known as echolocation. 

Although both passive listening 

and echolocation are based on 

sound, echolocation is much 

higher frequency than most 

sources of noise, and for this 

reason among others, is more 

easily separated from noise (fig. 

1). Recent evidence suggests that some bats are able to circumvent noise-induced masking by 

increasing their use of echolocation4. It is possible that animals are adapted to live in loud areas 

such as near raging whitewater rivers or crashing surf – yet this question is largely unexplored. 

The long-eared bat (Myotis evotis) is found more often near streams than in other habitats5. While 

many insectivorous bats predominantly hunt via echolocation, other bats specialize on gleaning 

arthropods via passively listening for prey cues. Some bats, such as M. evotis, can facultatively 

switch between echolocation and passive hearing6. Since their natural history is closely tied to loud 

acoustic environments, I predict that M. evotis will mitigate the costs of noise by switching 

from passive listening to active sensing via echolocation in loud environments.  

Methods Overview – I propose three linked aims at three different scales: 1. A) To verify that 

Myotis evotis experiences similar deficits in hunting efficiency under noise exposure as those 

shown in two other passive gleaning species3,4, we will conduct laboratory foraging experiments. 

B) To design reliable field assays that will reveal the foraging modalities used by bats in the wild, 

we will quantify attack frequency against synthetic terrestrial (e.g., insect movement sounds), and 

aerial (e.g., rotating blades mimicking moth wing flutter) prey. 2. To determine if M. evotis can 

cope with noise exposure, I will examine whether their distributions are altered in experimental 

noise exposure. To do so, we will experimentally broadcast whitewater river noise in a large-scale 

experiment. 3. To test whether M. evotis switches from active sonar to passive listening to mitigate 

the costs of noise, I will use field-deployed assays designed to quantify the use of passive gleaning 

and active aerial-hawking foraging strategies.  

Activity Level Experiments –We will work in an ongoing study of 20 field sites (10 control sites, 

including both naturally quiet and loud riparian drainages, and 10 river noise playback sites) in the 

Rocky Mountains of Idaho ("Phantom Rivers"). I will record bat activity at each site with Wildlife 

Acoustics bat detectors (SM3s), and use SonoBat software to detect and classify M. evotis 

echolocation calls. I predict that elevated noise levels will not alter bat activity, since these bats 



are able to shift the sensory modality used for hunting to avoid the costs of noise. To control for 

possible indirect effects that may also drive changes in M. evotis activity patterns I will also 

quantify insect distributions. I will place ultraviolet bucket traps and malaise fly-through traps in 

the field to measure relative insect abundance. The aim of these paired surveys is to answer the 

following: does M. evotis change activity in noise? 

Behavioral laboratory experiments – Since M. evotis can use both echolocation and passive 

hearing, I will use captured bats in an outdoor flight cage to understand the effects of river noise 

on both of these modes of foraging. Bats will be given one of the following foraging situations at 

a time: fluttering moth robot models will be suspended in the air (echolocation tasks), or small 

tweeter speakers will broadcast insect walking and communication sounds from surfaces (passive 

listening tasks). For both foraging modes, I will measure foraging effort, time, and success rate – 

both in the presence and absence of noise. The aim of these experiments is to explore how well 

predators deal with high levels of noise in foraging situations.  

Behavioral field experiments – To follow up the laboratory experiments in a more natural setting, 

I will place robotic moth models and speakers along transects in the same ‘phantom river’ speaker 

array as in the activity experiments. This will allow me to measure the time that M. evotis spend 

in each foraging mode in the wild. In both lab and field behavioral experiments, I predict that bats 

are able to deal with noise by switching from passive listening to echolocation.  

Intellectual Merit & Expected Results – I will be able to describe bat activity patterns in natural 

river noise and understand if bats are able to shift foraging strategies in noise. This, itself, would 

be successful, since not much is known about if/how animals shift sensory strategies. To fill this 

gap, I seek to answer the following question with a bat model system: How well can animals cope 

with noise by shifting to alternative strategies? Moreover, bats, as a group, have been largely 

neglected in noise studies – despite being acoustic specialists with important ecologic and 

economic benefits to humans (at least 3.7 billion dollars annually in U.S. alone)7.  

Broader Impacts – I will give lectures at local schools in rural Idaho and around my hometown 

in rural California to inject science into the working class that I was raised in. Additionally, I will 

build an exhibit and will volunteer to give a series of lectures at the nearby Craters of the Moon 

National Monument highlighting the importance of this research – an impact that has the capacity 

to affect over 200,000 visitors yearly. 

Feasibility – The research that I propose for my Ph.D. project, in Dr. Barber's lab, will require a 

challenging level of fieldwork in isolated, rugged habitat, and patience for working with wild 

animals. I have shown that I can be successful at both of these tasks. Field work in Namibia, lab 

work in Germany, and the combination of the two in Panama has given me a thorough 

understanding of the techniques I plan to employ during my Ph.D. By applying my experience 

with bats as a study system and noise as an ecological axis, I can explore questions that aim to 

offer insights to how animals are able to cope with noise.  
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